Infrared imagers are capable of the detection of surface laid mines. Several sensor fused land mine detection systems make use of metal detectors, ground penetrating radar and infrared imagers. Infrared detection systems are sensitive to apparent temperature contrasts and their detection capabilities are inversely proportional to the amount of background clutter generated by local surface non-uniformities. This may result in spurious detections, or even cancellation of true detections in a post classification process. Sub-surface mines can be detected when buried not too deeply. Furthermore, soil type and soil water content will influence the detection result. For this reason experiments in various soil types, including vegetation, and soil circumstances are essential for understanding and improving the infrared detection capabilities. We have performed outdoor experiments with different types of soil and weather conditions. Several examples are described and analyzed. Data analysis shows the strong correlation of apparent temperature with thermocouple gradients and solar energy, as well as a correlation of local standard deviation with these parameters. Model based temperature contrasts are predicted for several mines in sandy soils, and these are compared with infrared imaging apparent temperature measurements and thermocouple data. The comparison results are quite good but also show the complexity of the thermal infrared data, in particular due to infrared clutter, diurnal variations, and sky reflectance contributions. Model predictions are made for the application of active heating methods also. Limitations of the model and potential future expansions based on evaluation of experiments are discussed. We discuss the potential use of modeling for thermal infrared detection and sensor fusion applications.
INTRODUCTION
One of the detection techniques for de-mining is based on thermal imagery. Different studies have been performed into the field of thermal infrared (TIR), both for measurements and model simulations (Uppsal et al.1, Sendur and Baertlein2) as well as for statistically optimizing infrared detection (Simard3). The TIR sensor will however in most cases be part of a sensor suite, in combination with a metal detector and a ground penetrating radar system. This requires the use of sensor fusion techniques to combine the individual sensor output streams (Schwering4). The sensor fusion process can be optimised by the employment of sensor models. The use of TIR sensor data has been shown at various success rates in different scenarios. In particular for surface objects TIR plays a major role. For sub-surface objects the use of other information is important. This could mean the use of other sensors in a sensor fusion process, as well as the use of predicted TIR features by modeling.
The present work describes the development and evaluation of a TIR model for the simulation of the thermal behaviour of mine-containing soil and the corresponding thermal IR imagery of the soil surface for de-mining purposes. This modeling is done for several reasons. First, it provides a way to gain insight in the physical properties and mechanisms involved, without the time and budget consuming experimental sessions. The long-term goal however is to assist the fusion process of the TIR sensor with the other sensors. In this respect, one could think of the prediction of the plausibility of a specific detection output, a model-based control of the sensor or fusion parameters or an advice for a time-of-day selection for the optimum demining detection measurement. The aim is to have a model that predicts the use of the TIR sensor with good accuracy. We start with a simple model that can be compared to accessible TIR and quantitative meteorological data, and improve the model based on extensive testing and evaluation phases in an iterative process. Hence the use of experimental data is essential in this approach, as the features present in the data will influence the way ahead in the modeling. This paper is primarily based on passive TIR modeling and imagery. Experimental TIR data is described in section 2. Section 3 discusses the major components in the present modeling. The TIR data analysis is described in section 4. The model predictions are compared to these experimental data in section 5. In this section we also discuss potential benefits in TIR imagery by applying active illumination sources. Conclusions are drawn about the model predictions and the understanding of the TIR image outputs.
EXPERIMENTAL DATA RECORDING
For understanding the TIR data and evaluating the model ideas, a number of experiments were executed. The aim of these experiments was to record temperature information in the soil and on the surface, and to record the accompanying meteorological condition. Model simulations based on the meteorological input can be compared to these soil temperature data. As the model development is done in various stages it was decided to follow a two step procedure. First of all, thermocouple data at a number of depths were compared with model predictions, and second, apparent temperatures derived from thermal imagery were compared to the model predictions. The application of TIR model predictions in sensor fusion processes is described in Schwering4.
Thermocouple recordings
The test facility for landmine detection systems at TNO (de Jong et al.5) is equipped with meteo stations and with thermocouples at depths of 0, 2.5, 5, 10, 30 cm. Some mines at depths of 0.5, 1, 2.5 and 5 cm are also equipped with thermocouples. These are constantly monitored during the year. From these data we have selected a sunny day and a cloudy day to investigate the model performance. We analyzed the data from the sand lane. The meteorological conditions are presented in figure 1. Thermocouple recordings for these days are given in section 5 in the analysis. The 3 August 1998 recordings were made on a nicely warm summer day, with abundant solar irradiation. The data from 23 October were recorded during a rather gray day. 
Passive TIR recordings
Experimental work has been done at JRC (Carter and Kokonozi6) aiming to a better understanding of the phenomena that are involved in the detection of land mines using a passive Thermal Infrared (TIR) system. In order to perform the measurements, a small test lane was established in the test field of JRC during September 2000. Two surrogate anti personnel (AP) mines, see figure 2-A, one small (M2 diameter: 55 mm, height: 60 mm) and a larger one (Ml diameter: 110 mm, height: 55 mm) were buried at -2 cm deep in the ground and at a distance of 25 cm of each other. Thermocouples were inserted immediately above and below the mines and at the same corresponding depths in the object free area (FA) between the two mines, as is shown in figure 2 -B. The soil type was sandy and the moisture level at 12 % vol. A weather station was located at about 1 .5 m from the testarea that measured solar energy, air temperature, and wind speed. All the data (thermocouple readings, meteo data, TIR images), were collected simultaneously every 15 minutes. The TIR-images were recorded in two periods during 48 hours. The first test period was on 27 November 2000 from 1 1 : 15 am until 16:15 pm, and the second day (28th) from 1 1 :00 am until 20:00 pm. The TIR-images were captured with an FUR-Agema 570 camera with spectral range: 7.5 -13 im in a vertical, down looking direction. At 14:00 local time a local shadow was introduced over the test field by the meteo station.
Infrared radiation of objects is caused by their thermal behavior and their reflective characteristics. A good description of the thermal process is given in Jacobs7. We have based our thermal infrared model on the description given by Jacobs in this reference. The aim of the TIR model is to predict surface temperatures for the actual meteorological condition. The input parameters for the model are the material of the soil surface layer and of the mine, the meteorological conditions and the initial temperature profile of the surface layer. The model should be able to predict both 'natural' temperature effects, but must also be capable of calculating the effect of actively induced heating, by means of optical illumination, micro-waves or blown hot air. In this way we are able to predict the performance of thermal infrared imagery when used in combination with an active heating source. In literature, several models are reported predicting the temperature behaviour of the ground. Most models solve the heat equation in one dimension, with z the depth beneath the surface, Ic the thermal diffusivity (in m2s1) and tcource the internal heat sources (in K 1) if present. T is the temperature in Kelvin and t the time in seconds. In this work a one-dimensional model is used. This approach enables a fast evaluation of the effect of model parameters. Furthermore, this enables a comparison of the modeling results with experimental data, leading to model validation and a better understanding of the experimental results. The final objective is to incorporate the validated model in feature fusion algorithms (Schwering4). In order to do so, a continuing step would be to predict infrared imagery from the mine and surface clutter.
In the model, two temperature profiles are calculated, for a surface layer composition with and without a buried mine present. The one-dimensional treatment implies that only vertical energy transport occurs. In other words, the surface is thought to be homogeneous. This assumption in the model, for the case with a mine, is only valid for (the centre of) large mines. When needed, a three-dimensional calculation can be inserted at a later stage to investigate the effects on the model performance. At present we emphasise investigating the major areas for model upgrade. These are described in the discussions in section 5.
The following meteorological effects are implemented in the model: short-wave irradiance absorption Qshortwave, long-wave irradiance absorption Qiongwive, heat exchange by convection Qconvection, and surface emittance Qemittance. The model implementation is described in detail in Jacobs7. The combined effect of the meteorological conditions is therefore given by Qnett Qshortwave + Qiongwave + Qconvection Qemittance (2) Note that latent heat exchange is not implemented. This is a model limitation, especially for active heating simulations. To study active heating in the future, the model is expanded with a thermal heating source, such as optical illumination and air heating of the surface, as well as micro-wave heating of the soil. When heating by means of hot air is applied in the model, during the heating phase the meteorological data is replaced by artificial meteorological data describing the hot air heating. For each object and soil material the following physical coefficients must be known:
. optical reflectivity in fraction 0-1 (only for surface material)
Simulations based on active heating are given in the discussion section. Note that these active heating approaches also require additional material characteristics on reflectivity and absorption.
INFRARED DATA ANALYSIS
In JRC's TIR data, the apparent temperatures for the mines have been measured from the images by calculating the mean values of the temperature for areas with diameter 14 pixel and 7 pixel at the location of the big and the small mine respectively. The mean value for the object free area was calculated in a rectangular area between the mines, and is larger than the mine area (figure 3). The contrast was calculated as the difference between the apparent temperature for the mine area and the one for the free area (FA). Table 1 : Correlation coefficients between the solar energy, the apparent temperature, and the temperature difference above and below the mines with the standard deviation STDfor the areas ofinterest above the mines.
The change of the standard deviation STD over the areas of interest could affect the detection results. We noticed that there were cases where the suspect area was indicated by a larger STD than its surroundings, rather than by the apparent local contrast. Looking at the resulting thermal images we conclude that the observed thermal contrast for the areas above the mines is not the same for the entire observation time. It can be positive, negative or zero, depending on the time of day. The process is affected by the way that the soil exchanges energy with the surroundings. At 13:45 hours of the 28th there is a shadow of an object interfering with the measurements. For the same day, after 14:00 hours in the afternoon, the test area was covered by the shadow of the meteo station which was very close (-1 .5 m) to the test lane. This has produced a large decrease for the apparent temperature for the corresponding testing period.
For the larger mine Ml a clear positive contrast is observed in figure 3 . No clear image of the small mine M2 is obtained.
The small mine seems to cause the same disturbance to the heat flow, but it can not produce an observed thermal contrast on the surface. That leads us to the assumption that the geometry and the thermal properties (heat conduction and specific heat) of the surrogate mine also affect the results. The presence of the buried surrogates influences the resulted thermal pattern. Table 2 : Correlation coefficients beti'veen the solar energy, the air temperature, the wind speed and the temperature difference above and below the mines with the apparent temperaturesfor mine Ml and mine M2.
In table 2 we present the correlation between meteorological parameters and apparent mine temperatures. We note a strong dependence of the apparent temperatures on solar energy and with the thermocouple gradient measurement in the ground.
During the solar heating phase (solar energy > 150 Watt/m2) the area above the mines appears warmer than the object free area (see figure 3) . The temperature there is also higher than the temperature below the mines. During the afternoon cooling phase (solar energy < 150 Watt/m2) the opposite is the case. The temperature below the mines is higher than the one above them. This temperature difference (recorded by the thermocouples) between the locations above and below the surrogate mines during the entire test period seems to be higher than the one between the 2 cm and 6 cm for the object free area (FA). These experimental results support the interpretation that the presence of the objects in the ground causes impedance to the heat flow. During the heating phase this produces a hot spot on the surface over the mine area, since the area between the top layer of the mine and the surface appears warmer than the corresponding one at the object free area. In the cooling phase the heat flows from the ground to the surface and it is blocked from the bottom layer of the mines. This cools the area between the mine and the surface and produces a cool spot on the surface over the mine area. The impedance of the heat flow is depending on the geometry of the buried object and its thermal properties (heat conduction and specific heat).
DISCUSSION
In this section we discuss the comparison between the thermal infrared model and the various experiments. As we know that a full validation of the model will take a large effort, and we already know that the present version of the model has a number of limitations, the present evaluation is aimed to show the model validity domain and further model limitations.
Hence the model improvement will strongly depend on the evaluation on the test results. In particular for the infrared imagery, model development should go hand in hand with experimental verification of the results. We also aim to show where infrared model knowledge is capable of assisting the detection process with simulated predictions. The discussion is based on model and experimental comparison in the case of passive infrared sensing. At the last part of the present section model predictions are performed for infrared detection for active illumination of the soil. The data described in section 2 is used to investigate the model performance for predicting the soil temperature at different depths and at the surface for soils with and without sunogate mines.
Temperature modeling of the diurnal cycle of 3 August 1998
The TIR modeling of the data on 3 August 1998 is given in figure 4 . This date was a nicely warm summer day, with abundant solar irradiation (see also figure 1 ). The graphs in the figure show the surface temperatures of, and contrasts between, a mine filled with TNT substitute material (5 cm thick) and the surrounding soil, based on modeled and experimental data. The mines are buried at depths from -5 mm to 5 cm. The experimental data are thermocouple data recorded at different depths in the soils and on the buried mines. Note that the initial temperature difference for the model situation is zero by definition, since the initial temperature profile of the soil with and without mine is assumed to be similar. At least part of the differences from 00:00 -10:00 hour is due to this incorrect temperature initialization. The temperatures and contrasts for the outdoor sandy soil and for the mines are calculated for a 24-hour period, starting at midnight, using the meteorological conditions of 3 August 1998.
We first analyze the empty sandy outdoor soil. Figure 4 -A, B and C contain the modeled and recorded thermocouple soil temperatures for 0, 5, and 10 cm depths, respectively. Note the good correlation between model and experiment, except at the measured peak. Deviations of the model from experimental data of up to +2 degrees occur only at the peak of the curve in the afternoon. The morning temperature dip before sunrise is visible in the model with a delay of about one hour with respect to the experimental data. Note the reduced swing and delayed effects for deeper thermocouple positions.
Beside empty soil we also analyzed mine temperatures and mine contrasts for different depths. approximately +4 degrees at the temperature peak. Figure 4 -E shows the modeled surface temperatures for different mine depths and for the empty soil. The same mine is modeled and temperature variations occur of the order of up to -5 degrees before sunrise, up to +5 degrees during daytime, compared to the case of empty soil. As expected, the temperature increase is stronger for shallower mines, while deeper buried mines show a stronger attenuation effect. Note the potentially strong influence of the mine depth on the temperature contrast. Figure 4 -F shows the simulated temperature contrast for two mine depths of 0.5 and 5 cm. We again observe the stronger influence of the shallower mine to the temperature and the stronger attenuation of the deeper mine. This difference is of the order of -2 degrees before sunrise, up to +4 degrees during the peak of the global irradiance. The shallow mine interacts more strongly with the global irradiance. We also observe the time delay in heating and cooling of the deeper mine compared to the shallower one. For the morning dip the delay is about 1 hour, while the delay is approximately 2 hours for the temperature decrease in the afternoon, although the latter delay is less clear. Obviously the gradients differ for the two mines at different depths. Furthermore, the temperature contrast zerocrossing moment at the surface (indicated in figure 4 -F with vertical dashed lines) changes with the depth of the mines (1.4 hour delay for the 4.5 cm deeper mine). This indicates that at different times (sometimes hours after sunrise or sunset), mines can still be invisible due to the poor contrast. The diurnal temperature curve at a specific depth below a mine is independent of the actual mine depth (data not shown).
General conclusions from the graphs in figure 4 are that the infrared model predicts the surface and depth temperatures (down to 10 cm) quite well, with a maximum error of about 2 degrees at the maximum of the temperature curve. The data of figure 4-F shows nicely the problem with using TIR images for mine detection without additional heating: the moments at which mines buried at different depths show a thermal contrast relative to the background differ considerably. The observed delays between the zero crossings (at which times the mines cannot be discerned using TIR imaging) most likely vary with meteorological conditions (solar illumination) and soil type (thermal conductivity). When passive TIR imaging is used for mine detection, sufficiently accurate modeling will have to be applied to rule out the danger of missing mines due to meteo induced low contrast and differences in contrast, and clutter. Artificially simulated TIR imaging, using for example microwave heating, may be a way of avoiding this problem. 
Temperature modeling of the diurnal cycle of 23 October 1998
This day is a grey, yet dry, autumn day, without much sunshine. The meteorological conditions are presented in figure 1 in section 2. Figure 5 shows the surface temperature difference between a mine filled with TNT substitute material (5 cm thick) and the surrounding sandy soil, based on modeled and experimental data. In both cases, the mine is just covered with soil (for the model the minute experimental depth is assumed to be 5 mm). Again, the initial temperature difference for the model situation is zero by definition, since the temperature profile of the soil with and without mine is taken to be similar at t = 0. From the contrast figure below we conclude that the temperature is modeled quite well. Note that the contrast values are much smaller than in the sunny summer case. The maximum difference between model data and experimental data of 0.5 degrees occurs in the afternoon. Note that also these deviations between model and experiment are much smaller than in the summer case. Figure 5 : Surface temperature contrastfor a mine, buried in outdoor sand, just beneath the suiface, as obtained from experimental (thin line) and model data (thick line)for 23 October 1998.
Thermal infrared imagery recordings
We have also compared the infrared model with the passive imagery recordings described in section 2. The image analysis is described in section 4 and model comparisons were performed in order to understand the major complexities during the measurements. In figure 6 below we present a comparison between the modeled infrared and apparent surface temperature data at the free area (defined in section 2.2) generated from the thermal infrared imagery. The surface temperature data derived from the imagery shows a fast decay at 14:00 hours because of the shadow of the meteo station over the test area. This is modeled by setting the solar global irradiance to zero. This could be considered as a lower limit as unrelated global irradiance measurements at TNO ( figure 1) show values of the order of 10-40 Wattlm2 in cases of overcast during the fall. The true remaining global irradiance values would depend on the actual ratio between direct and diffuse radiation. Recorded global irradiance and air temperature are also given in the figure, as well as apparent mine temperatures. The model predictions follow quite well the experimental output for the apparent temperature variation (extreme errors could be -2 and +4 degrees respectively for those days). Note that the apparent temperature decay caused by the shadow is stronger on the warmer day, and that this decay is too steep for the model to follow. From figure 6 we observe that the time scale of 15 minutes is too large for the changes that occur in the meteo parameters. The effect of this undersampling is visible in the decay structure after each point in the modeled graphs. Furthermore actual measured temperature fluctuations are stronger than model predictions. In the late afternoon the low apparent surface temperatures are respectively 3 and 5 degrees below flme (s) 9
x 1o4 the 2 cm deep thermocouple temperature (not given in the graphs). These numbers are comparable to the maximum deviations in the model values. This could be consistent with the presence of more cold sky reflection during the measurements than predicted in the models (see Jacobs7). Note that the 28 November data were recorded with clear sky conditions, while on 27 November there were clouds present. Hence the cold sky contribution to the apparent temperature would be less that first day. The model does not take these differences due to sky reflection into account in the apparent temperature calculation. We conclude that the model performs worse for the thermal imaging data than for the thermocouple data. Further studies into the comparison between model output and apparent temperature mine contrast from thermal imaging would benefit from incorporation of more accurate cold sky models. These results show that surface modeling is more complicated than sub-surface modeling.
--'' 
Modeling active heating methods.
The basic active heating methods compared in this section are heating by optical illumination and heating by micro-wave.
Optical illumination experiments, such as heating with lamps, have been executed at the TNO test lane and first results are described in de Jong and de Jong8. With this method only the surface is heated by a total energy of about 1400 Watt/m2 for some 10 minutes while penetration of the soil is modeled as described in section 3. In the case of micro-wave heating deeper layers are also heated (see e.g. Carter et al.9) . The absorbed power is assumed to decrease exponentially with depth and is assumed to be negligible inside the mine. In these calculations the micro-wave power was also taken to be 1400 Watt/m2. Note that for micro-waves much higher power densities are reported (Khanna et al.10).
The approach is to model the temperatures in order to find differences in apparent temperatures in different situations. These differences, when available, could then be utilized in the detection stages in the processing. Figure 7 shows the simulated surface temperature for optical illumination and microwave illumination during the heating and the relaxation phase. The comparison between optical illumination and micro-wave (MW) heating is performed on the basis of these calculations. However, one should note that the micro-wave powers used in these model calculations is relatively low. The most striking difference between optical and micro-wave heating, the latter without MW absorption in the mine, is the reversal of the temperature difference, or contrast. This is due to the fact that, for relatively shallow buried mines, the majority of the energy passes the mine and is absorbed below the mine, instead of above, as is the case for optical illumination (and deeply buried mines). Note that in the model for deeper buried mines more energy is trapped above the mine. When similar microwave absorption in the mine and in the surrounding soil is assumed, the sign of the temperature difference is similar to that for optical illumination. However, it takes longer to reach this maximum (not shown). The micro-wave modeling is performed allowing for reflection on the soil surface only. As no reflections of the radiation by the mine surface are modeled, also the interference of downward and upward (reflected) radiation is neglected in the present version of the model (see Khanna et al.'°). Calculations for heating by optical illumination with mines at different depths show a steep decrease in maximum achievable contrast with depth. For shallow mines maximum temperature contrasts of 8.3, 4.5,2.5 and 1.0 degree are reached after about 600, 650, 850 and 3000 s for mines buried at 0. 1, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.5 cm, respectively. For deeper mines the maximum temperature contrasts are much lower and are not reached within the calculated time-frame. This steep decrease with mine depth shows the complexity of using passive infrared detection techniques for the detection of buried objects, as well as the importance of this technique for the detection of shallowly buried mines.
For optical heating the temperature contrast (mine versus without mine) as a function of time is indicated in figure 8 . This figure is explained qualitatively as follows. The thermal conductivity of TNT substitute material is much lower than for the surrounding soil. Thus, when the energy is transferred towards lower depths during the heating stage, the energy 'gets stuck' when it reaches the mine top surface. Until the energy reaches the mine, there is no temperature difference between the situation with and without mine (from the figure it can be observed that it takes over 500 s for the energy to travel to a5 cm depth). The mine upper surface acts as an energy trap, and the soil above it will consequently attain a higher temperature than the surrounding soil. Consequently, the back-transfer of energy towards the surface will be enhanced when the mine is present. Thus, in the presence of a mine, the surface temperature will be higher than without a mine present. The mine induces a positive contrast in the TIR image. 
CONCLUSIONS
The relatively simple model defined in this paper simulates thermocouple recordings well in sunny and gray solar illumination conditions, at the surface as well as at depths up to 10 cm. In particular in well-defined meteorological conditions the model predictions are quite good. A comparison with surface derived thermal imagery still shows a substantial difference in apparent temperatures of 2-4 degrees for a mine free area. The surface modeling results in larger model errors than sub-surface modeling. Part of this could be due to the effects of infrared surface clutter, and stronger meteorological variations. The strong effect of surface texture on the data analysis and on TIR processing is described, as well as the correlations between apparent temperature and standard deviations with meteorological parameters.
Further modeling and data analysis is needed to fully understand these TIR data. Future model improvements are expected in the field of soil moisture content, optical reflectivity, and evaporation and transpiration (see Lensen et al.) . Other model improvements will be based on the evaluation of the different test results, which could comprise expansion to multidimensional, modeling of sky reflection, and active heating and shadowing effects. Furthermore, the use of local meteorological data, close to the test lane, might be preferable over standard meteorological data. Proc. SPIE Vol. 4394 229
